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HOPE COLLEGE LIVING HERITAGE ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
1981
JAMES 1. COOK
INTERVIEW

The Hope College Oral History Project was designed to record and transcribe
for permanent collection the living heritage of Holland, Michigan. Since the
project's birth in 1977, Hope student researchers have interviewed people with
veriQus perspectives on Holland's history. Past projects have included:
Former Hope Faculty Members & Personnel - 1977 - Nancy Swinyard
Past Executives of the Retorned Church-1978-79-Conrad & Derk Strauch
Important Women of Holland, t-lichigan 1980 - Carol Bechtel
Links Between Hope College and Western - 1981 - Carol Bechtel
Theological Seminary
The persons interviewed represent a vital, but non-renewable resourse, whose re-
flections will provide primary w~terial for future historical research.
Upon the completion of each interview session, the taped conversation was
transcribed Dnd edited by both the intervie~er and the interviewee. Some alter-
ations concerning accuracy of detail may have been suggested by the interviewer
during the editing process, but at all times the viewpoint of the interviewee has
been maintained. If the researcher should discover discrepancies between the in-
terviews and published materials, it must be remembered that some divergence may
be expected due to the highly personalized perspective of the interview. No claim
is made that the information contained within these transcripts is absolutely ac-
curate. No two people share identical viewpoints, and the interval of time between
the interviewee's e~~eriences and the events mentioned can sometimes intensify this
divergence. Tapes of all the interviews arc stored in the Hope College Archives
in Van Zoeren Library.
Without the support of Dr. Jacob E. Nyenhuis. Dean of the Humanities and the
Fine Arts, and ~. William K. Anderson, Vice President of Business and Finance.
this project would not have become a reality. Dr. Elton Bruins has given gener-
ously of his time and expertise as the advisor to the student interviewers. Fi-
nally, the success of this project must be attributed to the efforts of the
interviewees - each gracious. receptive, and cooperative.
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INTRODUCTION
One only needs to skim the index of this interview to perceive that
James I. Cook is a man of many interests and abilities. Although he is
perhaps best known in his role as an ordained minister in the Reformed
Church in America and Anton Biemolt Professor of New Testament at Western
Theological Seminary, these titles by no means complete his portrait. In
this interview Dr. Cook treats us to some less-known glimpses of himself.
In the process he takes us all the way f~om oboing up and down the streets
of picturesque Austrian villages to his literary love affair with American
literature. Perhaps it is this breadth of understanding and experience
that contributes to his reputation for honesty, compassion, and humility.
In any case, when one combines the above characteristics with his sincere
love and dedication to God, it becomes clear that Dr. Cook is a man of
inestimatable value. Perhaps it was a corporate realization of this that
led the 1981 RCA General Synod to elect him as Vice-President of that body.
It is certainly safe to say that anyone who knows Jim Cook could second
the sentiments of his wife Jean in not being a bit surprised at that elec-
tion. He is, without question, the right man for the job.
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA SHEET A
Hope College Oral History Project 1981
Name: James I. Cook
Birthplace and date: Grand Rapis, Michigan - March 8, 1925
Education: Elementary - Hall Street School, Grand Rapids. Michigan
High School - South High School, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Graduate Studies - Michigan State University M.A. (1949)
Western Theological Seminary B.D. (1952)
Princeton Theological Seminary (1964)
Institute for Mediterranean Studies, Jordan & Israel,
(Summer, 1966)
University of Durham. England (1976-1977)
Professional Experience: Minister - Blawenburg Reformed Church
Blawenburg, New Jersey
Professor of Biblical Languages and Literature
Western Theological Seminary
Anton Biemolt Professor of New Testament (WIS)
Parents' Names and Occupations:
Father: Cornelius P. Cook - Automobile & Truck Mechanic
Mother: Cornelia Cook - Homemaker
Family Information:
Spouse's name: Jean (Rivenburgh) Cook
Date of marriage: July 8, 1950
Children's names and present occupations:
Mark J. - Manager Hope-Geneva Bookstore
Carol J. - Graduate Student, MSU
Timothy S. - Employee, Haworth, Inc., Holland
Paul B. - Retail Clerk & Art/Design Student - Kendall School of Design
Professions Experience since 1953, including committees and assignments:
Minister - Blawenburg Reformed Church, Blqwenburg. NJ (1953-63)
Church Extension Committee, PSNJ, Chairman (1961-63)
Member, The6logical Commission, RCA (1967-1973)
Member, Theological Commission, RCA (1979- )
Theological Commission. RCA, Chairman (1980- )
Vice-President, General Synod. RCA (1981-1982)
Affiliations: Society of Biblical Literature
Institute for Biblical Research
Honors:
Present Activities:
Thank you for your cooperation,
&. <of '7') ,3...<'1. tel
Carol M. Bechtel
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA SHEET - Bl
In:nes I. Cook
Anton Biemolt Pro.fessor of New Testament
\.,I('stern Theological Seminary, Holland. Nichigan 49423
Personal background:
Born loIarch 9. 1925 in Grand Rapids, Nichigan
Nuture and membership in the Grace Reformed Church. Crand Rapids. Michigan
Family:
Married in 1950 to Jean Rivenburgh (A.B., Hope College) of Chatham, New York.
Four children: l'tark James. born in 1951. Carol Jean, born in 1953, Timothy
Scott, born in 1956. and Paul Brian. born in 1959.
Educa t ion: .
Hope College, Holland, Hiehigan. A.B. cum laude, 1948
Michigan State University, M.A., with distinction, 1949
Western Theological Seminary, B.D., 1952
Princeton Theological Seminary, Th.D., 1964
Post-doctoral studies:
Institute for Hediterranean studies, Hebrew University. Jerusalem.
Summer, 1966
University of Durham. England. 1976-77
Professional:
Service positions:
Church Extension Committee, Particular Synod of New Jersey.
Chairman (1961-63).
Particular Synod of New Jersey. Vice President (1961-62).
Member of the Theological Commission of the Reformed Church in America
(1967-73) .
Member of the Theological Commission of the Reformed Church in America
(1979--) .
Positions held:
Minister, Blawenburg Reformed Church. Blawenburg. New Jersey (1954-63).
Instructor in Biblical Languages, Western Theological Seminary (1963-65).
Assistant Professor of Biblical Languages. Western Theological Seminary
(1965-67) .
Professor of Biblical Languages and Literature, Western Theological .
Seminary (1967-77).
Anton Biemolt Professor of New Testament. Western Theological Seminary
(1977--) .
Publication:
Books:
Grace Upon Grace: Essays in Honor of Lester J. Kuyper. edited. James I.
Cook (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1975).
Saved kY. Hope: Essays in Honor .£!. Richard f. Oudersluys, edited, James,
1. Cook (Grand Rapids: Hilliam B., Eerdmans, 1978).
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Articles:
"Prayer." Guilt, Grace and Gratitude. ~ Commentary.£!!. the
Heidelberg Catechism. edited, Donald J. Bruggink (New York:
Half Noon Press. 1963).
"The Origin and Purpose of Ephesians." Reformed Review 18 (1965), 3-18.
"John 20:19-23--An Exegesis," Reformed Review 21 (1967), 2-10.
liThe Interpretation of Scripture," Reformed Review 23 (1970). 77-86.
"A Field-Oriented Core Experiment," Theological Education 7 (1971),
268-278.
"The Fruit of theSpirit in the Life of Believers." Reformed Review 28
(1975). 194-200.
"The Old Testament Concept of the Image of God," Grace Upon Grace. edited.
J. t. Cook, (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans. 1975).
"The Concept of Adoption in the
J. t. Cook. (Grand Rapids:
Theology of Paul." Saved h Hope.
William B. Eerdmans. 1978).
edited •
"God Incarnate: Myth or Mystery." Reformed Review 32 (1979), 70-75.
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Interview with
James 1. Cook
in his office at
Western Theological Seminary
Holland, Michigan
on
June 17, 1981
with
Carol M. Bechtel
BECHTEL: Dr. Cook, ltd like to start out by asking you a little bit a-
bout your biography. The logical place to start, then, is to ask -
where were you born and when?
COOK: I was born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, March 8, 1925.
BECHTEL: What was your family setting like?
COOK: Well, I am the fourth of five sons - there were no daughters in
our family. We lived on a little one block side street in southIWest
Grand Rapids. Both my parents were born in this country; their parents
were born in the Netherlands. Originally, our name was spelled Kok but
was anglicized to Cook before my time. My parents had what I guess was
quite typical by way of education in that day - no schooling beyond the
seventh or eighth grade. My father was an automobile mechanic. My mo-
ther was born in Holland, Michigan and reared in the Christian Reformed
Church. I believe my father was also Christian Reformed originally. He
belonged to a mechanic I s union,and I remember him telling me about be-
ing visited by the minister of the Grandville Avenue Christian Reformed
Church located at what we used to can lithe limits,1I because that's where
the city limits were as you went on the old highway from Holland to Grand
Rapids. The minister insisted that as a member of the church my father
could not belong to what he termed a "secret organization. II I recall my
dad saying, III got out the by-laws,1I and told him, "Here, it's not a se-
cret organization - you can read all about it." But that didn't seem to
make any impression.... So, that as I remember was what led them to
change from the Christian Reformed Church to the Reformed Church.
BEXlHTEL: 'Was that when all the Masonic controversy was taking place,
or ",as it later than that?
COOK: I really don't know, Carol. It -sounds as if it was a part of that
controversy••••
BEX::HTEL: Or at least a rendering of that same kind of thing••••
COOK: ,I don't know the precise dating. Elton Bruins would be able to
piece that in for us. 1 But apparently it was that kind of thing - that
some put unions in the category of secret organizations.
We had a very small house - just one floor, two bedrooms. There
were seven of us living in that house, the four older brothers sleeping
in one bedrrom and my youngest brother sharing the bedroom with my pa:-
rents. That's the way it was until the older ones got married and be-
gan to move out.
My parents were members of the Grace Reformed Church, which in those
days was on the corner of Caulfield Ave. and B street in Grand Rapids.
(Grace has since relocated and is ncrw in Wyoming, Michigan.) They were
solid members of that church. My dad sang in the choir and also played
both ,mandolin and violin. He organized a Sunday SChool orchestra in the
church which had orchestral arrangements for the hymns. The Sunday School
opening exercises were held in the auditorium following the morning wor-
ship with all ages present. The orchestra accompanied the hymn singing,
and when the people were dismissed, the orchestra played marches. All
five boys at one time or another were a part of that orchestra. We also
all sang in the choir through the years. So, our church lire ....as a matter
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of morning and evening services, Sunday School, Christian Endeavor,
Saturday morning catechism, and prayer meeting Wednesday night.
JID:JHTEL: Were any of the services in Dutch?
COOK: Not in my memory, and I doubt that they ever were at Grace.
BEX:.:HTEL: 1 1m curious as to what you played in the orchestra?
COOK: Oh, OK. I began playing the clarinet, but at the urging of Glenn
B. Litton, who was for many yeaxs the band and orchestra director at
South High School in Grand Rapids ••• and who had. never had an oboist,
I s",itched over to oboe. And then, due to the fact that in those days
oboists were not only rare at South High School but also generally, in
my last two years of high school I became second oboist·· with the Grand
Rapids Symphony.
BEX::HTEL: Really?
COOK: •••which says something about the desperate straits of that orches-
tra in those days as over against now. (laughter) Now they're a very
professional group and I don It think that kind of thing could ever happen.
BWHTEL: Have you kept up with your music otherwise?
COOK: Well, I've not done much with oboe since the Forties. I am a mem-
ber of the choir at Hope Church and enjoy that very much. I played with
the Grand Rapids Orchestra at least three seasons and that gave me a mu-
sic appreciation course second to none. It's rare that I go to a concert
and don't know very well at least one of the pieces being performed.
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BECHTEL: How about your schooling? Since your parents didn It have the
opportunity to have very much, were all of the children in your family
given an opportunity to go through high school?
COOK: Yes, they all were. My oldest brother, Peter, who represents a
special link with Hope College, would have loved to attend college, but
he graduated from high school at the height of the Depression. He had
to go work to help support our family of seven. Nevertheless, he did
pick up some business courses at Davenport College in Grand Rapids later
on. My second brother, Art, chose a career in tool design with Lear-
Sigler. My brother Bob is a college graduate and has been teaching for
years at a small college in Louisiana. My mother was the real driving
force 'behind our education. I guess it1s the kind of thing you associ-
ate with ilnmigrants - wanting their children to do 'better••• to have more
than they experienced. She was always enthusiastic about education and
did all that she could to see that we at least finished high school. I
associate that concern with her much more than with my father. My young-
er brother also graduated from high school and later took some business
courses, although I was in the llrmy during those years and 1 1 m a little
fuzzy on just what his experience was. At any rate, he is an account-
ant••••
BEx:mTEL: So you did go into the service?
COOK: Yes, this was way back in World War II. (laughter) History for
you!
BreHTEL: Between high school and college then?
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COOK: Partly. I got out of high school rather young. I \olas seventeen
in f1arch of 1942 and graduated from high school in June. They were draft-
ing people at eighteen, so I was not eligible. I entered Grand Rapids
Junior College. At that time.r was thinking about a career in music.
I recall auditioning at Michigan State University and was granted a tu-
ition scholarship by the music department. But because I had absolutely
no money for room, board, books, and all that, I simply could not go.
So, I entered Grand Rapids Junior College and took the general, intro-
ductory college courses, plus piano (which I had never had) as a college
freshman. By the time I turned eighteen in March I was wi thin two
months of finishing the school year, so I asked for a deferment. The
draft board granted it to me, and I was not actu"1lly called into service
lUlUI the following September. So, I did manage to complete a year of
college before I was drafted.
BEx:::HTEL: So, where did you go?
COOK: I could talk about this at great length, Carol. You see, you'll
have to tell me when we're straying too far afield from Hope College and
Western Seminary. We all find it easy to talk about ourselves••••
BEX::HTEL: But like I said, you're a living link, so anything you'd like
to tell us about you is fine.
COOK: Well, before going into the service, I had learned that the Navy
had a V-12 Program, and the Army had one called ASTP, that is, Army Spe-
cialized Training Program. These programs represented a concern that the
mili tary draft not create a serious future shortage of college trained
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young people. I remember taking a test in Grand Rapids and then be-
ing informed that I had been admitted into the ASTP. This meant that
when I was drafted I was sent to Fort :Benning, Georgia for a thirteen
week infantry basic training, especailly set up for the ASTP. We went
through an abbreviated regular infantry basic training - }~1 rifles and
rolling tents and close order drill and hikes and all the rest. At the
end of that time we were sent to various campuses. My assii;nment was
to the state University of Iowa at Iowa City. Most of the male students
were gone, so, they moved us into fraternity houses. We ate in the stu-
dent union, and after fourteen weeks at Fort ]enning this looked like
heaven itself.
ElOCHTEL: What year was this, just out of curiosity?
COOK: This was late 1943 and early 1944.
BEX:llTEL: OK.
COOK: We attended classes at the University - Physics and Math, etc. I
think I got in about the equivalent of one semester, or maybe a little less
than that. Then there was some trOUble in Europe. The D-Day invasion
had. taken place, but there had been a set-back. The German counter-
offensive caused the powers that be to scratch these educational pro-
grams. The result 'Was some sudden and unhappy changes in my life. We
were put on trains and sent south••• it was very, very hot I remember. We
wound up on the Central of Georgia railroad and finally were delivered by
trucks and were unloaded at night in the woods along the Sabine River,
which is theborder between Texas and Louisiana. The ASTP group that I
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was in had summarily been made a part of the 44th Infantry Division,
which was then on maneuvers getting ready to be sent overseas. So,
there I was with duty officer tending a little camp fire, paired off
with another soldier I had never seen before who was very, very bitter
about it all.... The outside of an infantry pack, in which you roll
your blanket, etc., is called a shelterhalf, or one half of a puP tent.
So, my new buddy buttoned our shelterhalfs together and pitched our
pup tent. And that was that - sleeping on the ground - just out in the
woods. So, in 72 hours I went from a rather posh fraternity house and
university setting back into the infantry in the woods. We were now
part of a 12-man rifle squad in a regulax line company. The 44th Divi-
sion was in process - they were an old New York/New Jersey national
guard outfit that had been successfully avoiding going overseas for about
three years. But now the needs in Europe were so great that they had to
go.
From Louisiana we went to Salina, Kansas, which served as the final
staging area before shipment overseas. Well, I did not particularly rel-
ish the idea of being part of a rifle squad in an infantry line company,
so I began to think about music. I nosed aroWld to discover if the out-
fit had a band. A division is made up of three regiments, and at one
time there had been regimental bands. Now, I learned, there was one di-
visional band. I found out where it was an went over and talked to the
people in charge. In the Axmy all organizations are put together by spec.
(i.e., specialist) numbers, and the band was no exception. There was one
spec. number for an oboe and another for a bassoon. Well, despite the
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fact that this outfit had been together for several years, they had ne-
ver had an oboist or a bassoonist. The warrant officer in charge said,
I~e have an oboe on requisition and as soon as it comes we'd love to
have you come over and audition with us. II I said, ''''ell, that's fine,
but I do own an oboe, which I would be very happy to send for if that
would help. II "Oh," they said, II fine." So, I telephoned home and my
parents sent the oboe. The band was scheduled to play a concert in a
Salina park. I joined them. There were a couple of oboe solos in the
concert and they were impressed. I had kept all this a secret from my
infantry company - just in case it didn I t work out. trhe first thing they
mew about it was the orders that carne through to the effect that James
Cook, was hereby transferred to division headquarters. So I packed up
my stuff and went with joy!
The 44th Infantry Division Band was soon sent on ahead to Booton,
which was to be our port of embarkation for Europe. We played the troups
all off the trains which were arriving at the port, and played them all
on board the ship.
We crossed tre Atlantic in convoy in ten days. The invasion had tak-
en",; place, so they landed us at Cherbourg, France. All the equip'llent and
supplies for the division were coming off the ship in huge crates - an
incredible sight. Each outfit needed someone in these staging areas to
sort out their crates. Henry Wiggins, the young bassoonist who had also
just joined the band and myself were, of course, the "kids" of the out-
fit. So, they left us in the channel area to collect our crates. We
pitched our pup tent there while the rest of the outfit moved on.
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After a few days I began to have ear trouble. It was very, very
damp along the English Channel, and I had apparently picked up an in-
fection from sleeping on the ground. My earache grew increasingly pain-
ful, until I just couldn't stand it. I reported to the field medical
unit. I was passed through a ser.ies of these until I was taken to the
city of Cherbourg, where there was a general army hospital. A major who
was an EENT - Ear, Eyes, Nose, and Throat specialist, said I had an al>-
scess. He lanced it••• a blinding shot of pain, and then, relief!
Then they sent me to a rehabilitation hospital to recover. I was
there for some weeks, showing up a few times a day to have my ear looked
at and treated. I had no idea where the band or the division was and,
as it turned out, they had no idea where I was.
General Eisenhower was the supreme conunander in Europe, and he had
issued an order that hospitalized soldiers were to be returned to the
outfi t to which they belonged. So they sent me across France through a
series of replacement depots, by truck and by train. I remember sleep-
ing in boxcars, in chateaus, and in factories. At one depot they de-
cided to permit us to visit Paris on a weekend pass. Somehow I came up
with the first one! So I went off to Paris ••• on a train. I didn't mow
what I was doing.... I didn It know any French or quite were I was going,
but I made it. I remember that I found the Paris Opera and saw they were
performing Boris Godinov. I went in. It was, of course, marvelous. But
I mew that I could not stay until the end if I was to catch my train.
I cut it too close, then got mixed up in the Paris subway system, and
missed the train. There was no other train ill1til the morning, so I had
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to sleep in the rail station. I took the first train out in the morning,
but of course, I was late. I was the first one out on this new program
and I had blown it. 1 was punished. I remember that every night for a
week I had to load gravel on trucks. They were making gravel paths a-
round the depot. I couldn't really object to that - I felt terrible a-
bout what I had done.
I spent New Year's at that depot ••• that would have been New Year's
Day, 1944. And by golly, eventually I caught up with the band. They
were in Alsace-Lorraine then, some members doing guard duty at division
headquarters, and some working at processing those who were killed in
action. We didn't have our instruments because music was now a luxury.
But I did rejoin them, and they just couldn't get over it. For months
they had been forwarding my mail to England where they understood I had
been sent. I had had no mail for months ••• Christmas had come and gone ••••
I's been writing home, but I received no mail. That was a difficult part
of the whole experience. In the spring of 1945, the allies mounted their
grand offensive and by May the war in Europe ended. Then, the division
became part of the occupation army. We were in the Innsbruck, lnls.tria
area with the absolutely unbelievable scenery of the Alps. Now that the
war was over, parades and reviews were back. So we got our instruments
and began funcionting as a band ~ain••• serving the scattered parts of the
division.
But the war was still going on in the Pacific. More troops were
needed. A point system was developed which made troops with the least
ammount of service eligible for transfer to the Pacific Theatre. Since
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I he.d been in the Army a little more than two years I was among the eli-
gible. Naturally, we had priority in transportation. I was shipped to
50uthhampton. At this time the Queen Elizabeth - the largest ship in the
world - was being used as a troop ship. But Cunard, its owners, would
not bring it into the E'llglish Channel because of the danger of floating
mines. They did bring it to Glasgow, Scotland - and not into the harbor
even there, but off shore. We were ferried across the English Channel,
put on trains and taken all the way up to Glasgow. We were ferried out
to the Queen Elizabeth. They had twenty-thousand men on that ship, the
equivalent of a full division plus. The crossing took only five days,
because the Queen Elizabeth was pretty fast. I remember that our arriv-
al was pictured on the front page of the New York Times ••• the Queen Eliz-
abetl'l. coming into New York harbor, with the fire boats and a blimp and a
grand "Welcome Home!" Ilecause we were on our way to the Pacific theatre,
we were given thirty days leave. I came home to Grand Rapids, and while
there on leave, the atom bomb was dropped, Japan surrendered, and the war
in the Pacific was over. There I was at home while all the poor guys who
had been in the Army three and four years with the high points were still
in Europe. So, I was sent to a separation center for discharge.
I now had to decide what to do. The only thing I ",as sure of' was
that music would be an avocation rather than vocation. I had always liked
the idea of more schooling. I chose Hope simply because one of my bro-
thers suggested it. Although I had been in and out of Holland all my life
because my mother was a native of Holland, I don It think I was aware that
there was a college there. I came to Holland and entered Hope, I believe
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in the second semester of 1946. After completing that semester 1 then
stayed on for t'.lo years, summers and all. This, plus my Grand Rapids
Junior College and ASTP credits, enabled my to graduate in June of 1948.
EEX::HTEL: So you ....ere part of the influx of veterans, then, that I've
been hearing about from other people?
COOK: Yes, the era of the T-dorm, the Quonset huts for IJBrried people,
and a lot of crowded conditions. There \las a period when ....e ate in the
Temple Building downtO'om next to the post office. And there ....ere co-eds
living in an unused school building, now torn down.
BEX::HTEL: Your bill ....as probably footed. too, \lasnlt it? Or at least par-
tially?
COOK: Oh, yes. The G.l. Bill carried me through, ....hich \las wonderful.
1 also worked the weeks after summer school in Grand Rapids at the Nash-
Kelvinator Plant.
~HTEL: What was the campus like back then, besides what youlve de-
scribed already? The social life••••
COOK: Well, the YMCA and YWCA were live oreanizations on campus, and
the fraternities and sororities wer also big. The iJCadian fraternity
.... as born during our yeaxs here.
HloJJHTEL: ])id you belong to any of those fraternities?
COOK: yes.... (laughter)
~HTEL; You \lere hoping 1 wouldnlt ask that?
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COOK: Well, I was a Knick. (Knickerbocker) And I actually served as
president of that organization, I'm proud to say.
BECHTEL: Well, so what were the Knicks like in those days?
COOK: Well, they were a great bunch of guys. For some reason my close
friends in college - with few exceptions - were from the East Coast. I
roomed a couple of years with Bill DeMeester, for example, who was ex-
tremely bright and extremely personable ••• a good ping-pong player - we
played hours and hours of ping-pong together. Bill, the, went on to get
a doctorate in chemistry at the University of Vermont, and was empl~ed at
DuPont for a while. The next time I ran into him he had been awarded a
Rockerfeller grant for administrative training in higher education. The
next thing I mew, he was on the staff of Parsons College in Iowa. Then
he lJecame the first president of AllJert Lea College in Albert Lea, Min-
nesota. From there he came to Hope and worked in the development office
for some years. From Hope he went to York College, Pennsylvania, where
he now is the Academic Dean. Bill came from Paterson, New Jersey.
And then there was Don Walchenbach, who came from Pittsfield, Mas-
sachusetts, who is now director of Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids.
Another friend and Knick was his brother Roy, whO'S a surgeon in Pitts-
field. There were also Dick Fairchild from New York, who became a research
chemist, 'and died at an early age, and Roger Decker, who was in college
administration the last I knew. These were the guys that I was close to.
They all gravitated into the Knicks, so it was not so much a matter of
joining a fraternity as joining my friends.
Later, I recall eating in the Voorhees Hall, where I began to de-
velop some social graces. Friday was dress-up night. The men wore coats
and ties and the women, dresses. We gathered in the lobby and all went
in at one time and took our places at tables. The man and woman at
either end became the host and hostess. The plates were stacked and the
host and hostess served the table. Having been reared with boys only,
social graces and manners were not a high priority; so, Hope also served
as a kind of finishing school,for which I'm grateful. I regret that that
kind of gracious living is no longer a part of the college experience.
The present cafeteria may be an efficient system, but there isn't any-
thing gracious about it. In those days meals were also bracketed with
devotion, that is, prayer and the reading of scripture - the kind of thing
that many people did in their homes.
BID:HTEL: Were you ever caught in the host position before you felt ready?
COOK: 1 ' m sure I was, Carol, because I had nothing to prepare me for
that kind of post. I guess the way I got ready was by watching others do
it. I'm sure I hoped that I would not have to do it any more than neces-
sary. But it was very good for me.
BmRTEL: Was there anyone around who officially cri tiqued what kind of
a job you did?
COOK: No•••nothing like that.
BECHTEL: Oh, that's good.
COOK: Haybe they were watching and we just never knew! (laughter)
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B~HTEL: That could very well be.
COOK: Dorm hours, of course, were a very big thing. The women had to
be in at nine or ten o'clock on week nights - eleven or midnight on
week-ends. It was sign out, sign in - which wasn't all bad either. Of
course, it was resisted and made fun of. Nevertheless, it's like all
paxenting - it says somebody cares enough to put some restrictions on.
Chapel was then compulsory, which again I think can be axgued both
ways. There were people ....ho didn It ....ant to be in chapel and let the
fact be known by reading newspapers or books during the service. There
were other people who were happy to be there. And then there was th3. t
middle group who were only there because it was compulsory, but who were
neither rejoicing nor rebelling. Compulsory chapel did offer that large
group an opportunity for spiritual growth.
BEX::HTEL: All they needed was just a little bit of a prod.
COOK: Or, I would say that at least they were exposed to many good things.
A couple of years ago I was recuri ting for the Seminary and had opportu-
nity to visit the campuses of Central College and Northwestern College.
At Northwestern chapel is still compulsory, and it ....as rewarding to go
there and talk to seven hundred people. If you have something to say it's
kind of nice to have seven hundred people present, some of whom may hear
it. So, in spite of good arguments on the other side I still think a
case can be made for compulsory chapel attendance.
BEX:HTEL: \~hat did you major in?
COOK: OK. I didn't have any definite goals in mind when I arrived at
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Hope. So, I floated around, taking the required work and searching for
direction. Since I did think about the ministry at times, I took Greek
as my language requirement, just in case. Hope had no one to teach
Greek when I arrived in February. So they brought the president of
Westem Seminary, Dr. John R. Mulder, across the street to start us out.
Looking back, I'm sure that Dr. Nulder had not done anything with Greek
for who knows how long, but, as far as I knew he knew all the Greek there
....as. It ....as in Greek that I first met Bill Billegonds, and made a friend-
ship ....hich continues to the present. By the next fall Dr. D. Ivan
Dykstra had arrived on the scene fresh from graduate school. And he
really did impress us. I remember him standing at the window or the
second or third story classroom - looking out over the campus. A student
would be reading Plato aloud - with much stumbling and stopping. Dr.
Dykstra would, without turning his head, correct the student - from mem-
ory. Very impressive and very intimidating.
In the meantime, I had met Dr. John Hollenbach and took a course or
two with him. He opened me to the genius of literature and poetry. Up
until then I thought poetry was just a matter of rhyming words. But when
we began reading Emily Dickinson and Herman Melville he turned on the
lights. I recall going in to see him on day and dropping some great pro-
fWldity like, "I don It want to know how to earn a living, I want to learn
how to live. II It was really through his influence that I became an Eng-
lish major. When I graduated, he encouraged me in that direction and I
decided to go for a Ph.D. in Fnglish - or more specifically, in American
literature, and become a teacher. Dr. Hollenbach recommended the University
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of Wisconsin as the best place to go for that. But again, I had abso-
lutely no resources. So, he recommended me for a graduate assistant-
ship at Michigan State, where years before I had. been for a musical
audition and scholarship. I received the assistantship and took an
M.A. in English there, mostly in American Lit.
BEX::HTEL: I have some more questions to ask you about those years getting
your "Masters. I wondered if there were any authors in particular that
stand out as being influential for you, and why that is so?
COOK: Well, I think Emily Dickinson was important to me for her use of
imagery and clean, spare language. Edwin Arlington Robinson and Carl
Sandburg also had an impact. And as always, the poets have the insights.
I think there's a very .&:e line, if indeed there is a line at all, be-
tween poets and prophets. It's not by accident that the Bible's prophetic
literature is poetic and vice versa. So, Dickinson, Sandburg, Robinson,
and Melville were important. And of course, because of my natural theo-
logical interest, the beginnings of Americal literature - Bradford's
Journal, the Plymouth Plantation, the Mathers ••• these people for whom
America was the Promised Land - the New Canaan, - their "wedding" of re-
ligion and life was of deep interest. At Thanksgiving Day services in
church, I have at times read from Plymouth Plantation and called them
"American Scriptures. II Nothing shows more clearly what religion meant
to these people and how their faith sustained them in the midst of set-
tling this wilderness.
:BEX::HTEL: How aoout Hawthorne?
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COOK: Ha.... thorne, yes. Melville's Moby Dick - I remember our study of
that as an experience I have never quite gotten over.
BECHTEL: Did these influences have any effect that you can trace on your
later teaching of Ne.... Testament?
COOK: Well, occassionally I have been ablE! to perceive where it may be
helpful to make reference to some poetry or prose.
BlOCHTEL: In your own mind I'll bet that happens more often than you ac-
tually express to your class.
COOK: Yes, I think that's true. And also, I think that my literary
training both at Hope and at MSU has done something for me as far as style
is concerned, both in preaching, teaching, and writing. I think this is
a fallout of which I am not even aware. 11y own theory as to why many of
our students simply do not write well and even do not spell ....ell is re-
lated to the fact that we're in a visual age - television oriented. In
his autobiography, :Ben Franklin tells how he taught himself style - by
copying out pages of some established author whose style he admired.
EID:HTEL: That's a tedious way to learn it.
COOK: It is indeed, but you either have to do that or else read a good
bit, until you finally develop an innate sense as to what reads well. I
think that spelling is also best picked up that way - unconsciously rather
than memorizing a list of spelling words. Pretty soon, you can look at
a word and sense from its appearance that it's not spelled correctly.
There is nothing quite so valuable as exposure to people ....ho write well.
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BECHTEL: When did you decide to come to Western Seminary, then?
COOK: Well, in the fall of my senior year at Hope, I met Jean Rivenburgh,
a Sophomore from Chatham, New York. When I went to Michigan State she
was in her junior year. I came home to Grand Rapids almost every week-
end. She came there by bus from Holland and stayed at the home of my
brother and sister-in-law. So, we at least spent weekends together.
I was still attempting - before taking the big step to Wisconsin and
a Ph.D. in English - to settle the matter of the ministry. If I entered
seminary I would be in Holland for Jean's senior year. So, in retrospect,
how much I wanted to try seminary and how much I really wanted to be near
Jean, I can no longer judge. But I suspect that was an important factor.
In those days Western had its own Board of Trustees, and when one
entered the seminary a committee of the board asked abOut your motivation.
I remember telling them that I was not at all sure about what I was doing,
but that I did have enough inclination in that direction to want to give
it a one year trial. I thought that by the end of the year I would know.
The board graciously accepted me on that basis, and, sure enough, by the
end of the year, the decision to stay was clear.
BECHTEL: When were you married, then?
COOK: In July of 1950 - between my Junior and Middler years at seminary.
I had a summer assignment at Laketon Bethel Reformed Church in Muskegon.
A couple whose children were grown offered me a bedroom and breakfast in
their home. Other members of the congregation invited me for lunch or
dinner. I did that for six weeks. During this time wedding preparations
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'Were being made in New York. The first 'Week in July I drove out for the
weddine, and a week later we were back in Muskegon. We finished my sec-
ond six ....eeks under the same arrangement, only now as a married couple •••
the same bedroom and the same meal arrangements. By that time, fortunately,
the meal scheldule ....as pretty well set so ....e were at least going to the
same homes each week.
BEX::HTEL: That ",auld be tiring - meeting ne", people ••••
COOK: But it was also wonderful. We still have some really good. friends
in that congregation.
~HTEL: Who were some of your most influential professors at Western?
COOK: At Western? That's pretty easy to asnwer - Richard Oudersluys and
Lester Kuyper. Each in their own way.... Dr. OUdersluys tended to be a
bit more private. He had a study at home and loved to read and work at
home. In those days we always found him a little more awesome and less
approachable. Lester Kll,Y1>er was always a very social person. He loved
to be around, was very approachable, and we al....ays seemed to be on the
same wavelength. And he set something of a tone for my understanding of
ministry. I saw in him a graciousness, gentleness, patience, honesty,
and integrity that I wanted for myself. I got to know him better than I
did Dr. Oudersluys in those years. I still remember a sermon that he
preached on Hosea 11 at Garfield Reformed Church in Grand Rapids. I had
ridden in wi th him in order to teach a Sunday School class there. That
sermon left a mark•••gave a direction, set a tone for my ministry.
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BEXiHTEL: What do you remember •••well, this would probably be during your
years as a professor at Western.... What do you remember abou the Sl?
called ''heresy'' controversy about Dr. Kuyper?
COOK: Well, probably the worst years for him were the years that I was
in New Jersey. But when I came back and we were teaching together there
was a whole new dimension to our relationship. We were teaching Hebrew
together, and in the process did a lot of talking. Jean and I grew very
close to him and Helen. He told me about some of the terrible things
that happened. He was on Holland's school board, I knOW', when school
dances were an issue. Perhaps you know about this.
BreHTEL: No.
COOK: During that conflict he ....as visited by a committee ....hich urged him
to oppose dancing. When they were 1m.suecessful, one of the clery prayed
for his enlightenment in his own living room. He never forgot that af-
front. He also let me read a paper of about 100 pages, writeen by a mem-
ber of Western's Board. It sought to demonstrate ....hy he was 1mworthy of
teaching at Western Seminary.
mx;HTEL: I believe that centered around the Genesis 1 and 2 controversy.
COOK: Yes, and it is a matter of fact that there have been students who
have come to Western having been warned by their ministers about what Dr.
Kuyper might teach them.
BECHTEL: What do you think of all that?
COOK: Well, I surely regret it. It's remarkable, I think, that Lester
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was able to keep his cool. And I think it's a little difficult for those
who know him in these mellower years to recognize ••• I think he would say
that about himself••• that he found a certain delight - which he apparent-
ly inherited from his father who was a kind of maverick, free-thinking
spiri t in his local church - he found a delight in taking another look
at something that was just believed traditionally and unquestioningly,
and saying, "If you really look at that closely and are honest••• that it
'ain't necessarily so.'"
~HTEL: The whole thing just amazes me. He seems to have such a gra-
cious way of saying, "It ain't necessarily so."
COOK: And I guess what I'm saying is that there may have been more con-
frontative years. I've only known him intimately in the more mellow
years, and what you say is very true. He's a gracious, patient spirit.
I don t t know if you were on the floor of Synod ....hen the abortion issue
was discussed. I would characterize the remarks that I made as trying
to do the kind of thing that Lester Kuyper has taught me needs to be done -
that when people - well intentioned - begin to say, "The real trouble with
you people who don't see an issue as I do is that you don't believe the
Bible - that you don't take it seriously, because it is oh, so clear•••• "
That that can be an unfair thing to say and that that needs to be pointed
out to people who are begi.rUling to think, ''My gracious, everyone who does
not see it that way obviously doesn't believe the Bible." I want to stand
in the tradition that says that it's just not true and that's an unfair
way to argue.
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BECB'fli'...L: I was going to ask you about that. 'Ihat moment at General
Synod. stands out in my mind as a very instructive one. As I remember,
the debate was going something like, "Things are very black and white
about this . "lssue •••• And your comment consisted of, "lilaybe itts grey.11
Could you expand on that a little bit?
COOK: As I recall, the people who were arguing so strongly for the
Constitutional ammendment were saying, ""'e don't understand how this
makes sense. The Synod. has spent hours trying to decide whether to ask
President Reagan to cut off military aid to El Salvador. And we also got
ourselves involved in the Middle East crisis, lest there be nuclear war
and a terrible loss of life. Again and again the Synod declared itself
in favor of saving people's lives. How is it, then, that at this point
we suddenly stop?" All I was saying was, that that is only~ or two
paradoxes. There is another paradox of which others are aware. How
can so many people who are in favor of sending military aid to El Salvador
and of arming this CO\Ultry to the teeth and tend to be rather hawkish in
general with the resulting loss in human life, be so concerned about hu-
man life when it comes to the abortion issue. My concern was not to say
that our group is right and the other wrong, but rather to say, "Remember
that we tre caught in a double paradox here." After the session, some
pastors were telling me some horror stories, terrible incidents stemming
from the present abortion situation. I could only remind them that other
pastors from other cities can match their horror stories with experiences
of theirs - and they are on the other side of the issue.
say••••
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So, I only
BEXiHTEL: There are horror stories from the other side of the issue too.
COOK: Right. And therefore it is not clear and simple. It's an ex-
tremely difficult issue.
~HTEL: From my perspective, being on the coornittee and sitting in
the back of the room watching the debate go on that day, I thought you
were one of the few people there who really knew what was being dis-
cussed. And I appreciated your standing in the tradition of Lester
Kuyper. I think you Ire in good company.
COOK: I hope so.
BEx::HTEL: Very good company. Going back to the heresy question - I hes-
itate to call it that, but I think that's how many of the people in the
church remember it - why do you think that kind of thing has not gone on
or has not been as prevalent since it happened with Lester Kuyper? Do
you have any theories as to why that type of thing has died down?
COOK: I suspect it's due to several things. First, looking at the early
chapters of Genesis in other constructive ways has simply been around a
lot longer now, and that helps. Itls no longer a new idea. You can dis-
agree with it, but you can't call it new. A large part of biblical schol-
arship, and a large part of the church has dealt with the issue and moved
along long ago and often C2ll hardly believe that in certain pockets or
places that's still a significant issue.
Ba:HTEL: I'm from one of those pockets - I guess tmt's why I'm interested.
COOK: Yes, I am too. Second, I think that many of our students have been
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exposed to comtemporary biblical interpretation at Hope College as well
as at Central and Northwestern and have worked through the issues so
that it's no longer a big deal. I also think that the generations of
students that have gone through this school with Richaxd Oudersluys and
Lester Kuyper and subsequently with some of us who teach here now, axe
now in the church and are beginning to make a difference in what happens
at classis and synodical meetings. Our goal is not to brainwash people.
There are good Christians who insist that there was a serpent in Eden
which talked, or who will never accept anything other than that Moses
wrote every word of the Pentateuch. And I have no desire to tell them
that that's somehow wrong or benighted, or somehow \U1Christian. I have
no trouble accepting a person who is absolutely convinced that Moses
wrote the entire Pentateuch. I only ask that people who are so convinced
not question my Christtan integrity or my view of the Bible as Holy
Scripture because I do not believe exactly as they believe. In that re-
gard, I wish the Covenant Life Curriculum had had a larger hearing in
the denomination. I don't know just how fruitful or influential it was,
but the adult study book by Arnold Rhodes - The Mighty Acts of God - did
a masterful job of dealing with these inflamatory issues in an honest and
constructive way, and saying, "Here are the reasons people look at it
this way - here are the reasons other Christian people look at it that
w~, and you can make your choice." He then concludes by saying, "As for
me, it seems to me this is the best way to look at it - but you must make
up your own mind. II
BEX::HTEL: I noticed the 'Bethel Bible Series material you·ve got here in
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your office. Are you involved in that?
COOK: Yes, in my local church - Hope Church here in Holland. There 'Were
a number of members ....ho wanted to get into the Bethel Series, among them
our son Mark and his ....ife. Neither of the pastors felt that they had the
time to do it. (Mark, by the ....ay, is also a link with Hope College, since
he manages the Hope-Geneva Bookstore.) I thought about it a good bit
and decided that since the Bethel Series is being used ",1th enthusiasm
in many of our churches by many of our graduates, and that since our son
and daughter-in-la.... ",ere interested along ....i th some other fine Hope Church
people, I ....ould teach the two year teacher training program. Jean and I
wen:t to the Yahara Center, Nadison, 'Wisconsin and had. a deli.8htful two
....eeks there - an incredibly rich Christian experience. It's not really
a study program. I would say that itls more an orientation - a selling
of the Bethel Series. I think anybody ",ho had been through those two
weeks ....ith those very, very competent and lovely people could not hear
criticism of the Bethel Series without feeling that it "'as criticism of
Harley Swiggam or Betty Brinkman or the other people participants come
to know and love in those two weeks. It's a rich ecumenical fellowship,
an absolutely magnificent facility, and led by people ....ho are so good at
what they're doing that it was a delight to be there. 'We Ire ",ithin three
months of completi ng our two years. I've had a really remarkable cl.ass
of ten from Hope Church, including Hope College people like Eloise VanHeest
(the wife of the college chaplain), Carol Myers (....ife of Prof. David ~~erB),
and Nichael Gerrie, Dean of Students. They are all college graduates, and
so I really target them on a seminary level for the most part.
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BEX:RTEL: Have you been able to monitor any of the effects of those people
being exposed to the Series in your congregation?
COOK: In a limited way thus far because they don't became teachers un-
til after the two year training period.. I don't know what will happen.
Much will depend on how many people sign up for the congregational phase.
But I do know that class members feel they are beginning to know what
the Bible is all about. I've been told that one member of the class has
become a lively participant in her church discussion group as a result
of 'Bethel training.
BEX::HTEL: You mentioned earlier at least one advantage of the Hope Reli-
gion Major would be that people had fought through that kind of thing be-
fore they got to seminary. How do you feel in general about the Religion
Major at Hope as a preparation for seminary? I knO\o{ there was some con-
troversy about that, and maybe you can speak. to that as well.
COOK: I think the controversy or the resistance was inherited from the
former AATS - The American Association of Theological Seminaries, whose
posi tion was that the best preparation for seminnry was a broad liberal
arts education. I think that that is, to a degree, a defensible position,
because one soon becomes fairly narrow in theological studies. I think
that itls the people who have some knwledge of the sciences and litera-
ture (including stage and films), and history that do the best preaching
and teaching. Therefore, I think it depends on the religion major. In
this case, Hope's Religion Major is a good. one because itts a relatively
broad major with requirements in a number of areas besides religion. I
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think the Religion Department has managed to bring together the best of
both worlds. People who want to start serious theological stua, have a
chance to do that with a major with the same integrity as majors in other
depar1ments. They are not sent off to ml.jor in philosophy or English or
sociology with the attendant possibility - to speak selfishly - that they
may become engrossed in one of those areas and somehow short-circuit
what started out to be a promising career in theology or ministry. I
think Hope's religion major does demand of us that we do not simply re-
peat the same material. We have to make sure either that we're operat-
ing on a deeper level, or if that's not feasable tha.t we offer the stu-
dent an alternative track. The problem is complex. If all our students
were Hope religion majors, we could handle the situation easily. But
we have Hope religion majors who are at one level, and religion majors
from other schools that are at another level. Plus, we have students
who are not only not religion majors, but who do not even have a liberal
arts background. What may be old stuff to a Hope religion major may be
brand new to his classmate. At the same time, it's obvious that we can-
not offer a dozen separate tracks. So, it's a difficult problem. I think
that a liberal arts program is a good preparation, generally, because I
don't think that our students tend to read novels or read poetry once
they are here.
BECHTEL: I understand that you're quite a ping-pong player. This next
section is going to seem a little bit like a p~pong game. We'll be
jumping from topic to topic, but tlut way we'll get some refreshing variety.
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The first thing I wanted to ask you about has to do with your po-
sition in the classroom. I wondered if you have any kind of a theory or
philosophy of ~eaching which you abide by in the classroom.
COOK: Nothing that I could put a label to, or say Ilthis educator, II or
"that theory•••• " I remember when Gordon Tinunerman went through Western
after having taught school for years puzzling over the :fact that although
ministers oft-en spend lots of time teaching, they can go through college
and seminary and never take an education course. That was true of my
training, so I have no formal educational theory. My own style is to
combine lecture and discussion, and maintain a balance between academic
content and practical application.
BEX:HTEL: How about women's presence in your classroom••• has that made a
difference in the atmosphere? Has it been a tension-filled thing at all?
COOK: Over-all I don't think there's been a lot of tension, at least in
my experience in the classroom. There are in the nature of the case some
women among us who are sometimes more, sometimes less militant. Once in
a ....hile one of the more militant personalities comes into conflict .... ith
others in the classroom - with both men and ....omen.... I s~ both men and
women because sometimes women who are less militant are in a more diffi-
cult position than the men. Much also depends on the backgrmmd and at-
titude of the male students. There are some men who come out of chlU"Ches
....here ....omen are not as yet elected elders or deacons let alone accepted
as ministers of the Word. They naturally have to make quite an adjust-
ment when they are suddenly in class ....i th ....omen ....ho are fully accepted as
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candidates for ministry.
We've also been blessed with some very fine women students, and I
think when men are open to appreciate their gifts they have been en-
couraged to see the benefit of women exercising these ,ifts in ministry.
I have seen in a recent class an excellent relationship between men and
women candidates. There was not only cooperation and respect, but also
adI:liration and affection. That, I think, is a wave of the future.
mI:HTEL: That's great, Dr. Cook. From what I have heard, however, there
was a day in which the question of women's ordin~tion was much more hotly
debated at Western Seminary. When was this and just how did the debate
progress?
COOK: Perhaps the most serious internal stress concerning the women in
ministry/ordination of women question came following our Fall lnsti tute
on that issue. Professor Paul King Jewett of Fuller Seminary came know-
ing that all the participants in the insti1:u1e had been mailed a copy of
his book and asked to read it. The other major speaker, Professor Knight,
had also printed a lecture on the apposi te viewpoint and that was also
sent out. I think that Prof. Jewett made a fatal mistake in assuming
that everyone had in fact read his book. He therefore made no presenta-
tion, but instead offered himself and said, "Here I am - is there anything
that you want to ask about or discuss about my book?" Professor Knight,
on the other hand, wisely read his lecture to us word for word (even
though .his was a much shorter piece which probably a higher majority of
people had read over against the book). The result was that Professor
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Jewett, who was arguing for women in ministry, proved to be in a very
weak position. And Professor Knight delviered the cause of women's
ordination a very telling blow. As a result, a conference which I
think was aimed at offer i ng some new approaches and opening up some
new thinking about women in ministry actually reinforced people who
were opposed, and made a strong negative impression an people who
were in the middle. I think the women in the seminary felt dreadfully
let down, and the male students ....ho ....ere ....ondering aoout their presence
here at all felt that much stronger against it.
~HTEL: I warned you that we would be playing ping-pong, so this is
pretty much what I'll be doing in the next few questions.
I understand that you ....ere involved with the topic of Biblical
criticism, and I believe you have a lecture at a seminary entitled,
"Biblical Criticism and Faith." \rIhat seminar ....as that, and ....hat in gen-
eral did you sa:y?
COOK: It was at our Fall institute on uBiblical Interpretation," which
was held in October of 1977. The two major lecturers were Jack Rogers
of Fuller Seminary and Donald G. Miller, formerly Professor of New Tes-
tament at Union Seminary in Richmond, Virginia - and more recently the
president of Pittsburgh Seminary. They each gave two lectures, and I,
representing the faculty, gave this one. The purpose of it as to try
to defuse and deal rationally rather than emotionally with hat we mean
by "Biblical criticism," since so many folk immediately have a negative
reaction to the term itself. My lecture was, fist of all, an attempt to
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say that criticism .l!!E~, is not a negative activity, but rather is
the use of the best resources and tools and gifts that we have in trying
to understand the Bible.
mx:::HTEL: Were some of those discussions ever communicated to the
churches?
COOK: Was the lecture ever communicated to the churches? Only through
those who were at the lecture or who wrote for a printed or taped copy_
~HTEL: That's too bad. It seems like a valuable insight.
COOK: Well, maybe next yea:r I can do something about that. The lecture
took a look at the criticism of the Bible, not as a bad thing but as a
good thing. It argued that the fundamental issue is not whether to
study the Bible critically, but rather the question of' ....hat presupposi-
tions you bring to your study. If one comes with a proper set of pre-
suppositions then we need not fear to use the findings of criticism, and
can, in fact, profit from them.
~HTEL: OK. There was another mstitute on the charismatic movement,
wasn't there?
COOK: Yes.
~HTEL: Your lecture at that one was, I believe, ''The Fruits of the
Spirit in the Life of Believers." First of all, I'm curious as to what
precipitated that institute?
COOK: Our institutes have, when possible, tried to aidress a live issue
in the Church. At that time we heard a lot about the chlarismatic movement,
far more that I do nOW'••• although, I don't think it is by any means
,
passe or dead..
BECHTEL: Oh, I still hear a lot••••
COOK: Fair enough. In any case, that's why the institute was devoted
to that subject. I remember three things aoout the program. First,
President Hesselink introduced the matter from a Reformed point of view.
Second, I recall that the Rev. Ron Brown, who was himself a practicing
charismatic, spoke to an overflOW' audience. Third, I recall my lecture.
:BEX:HTEL: What were some of the insights that came out of your lecture?
COOK: I spoke about the fruit of the Spirit as described in Galatians 5.
I pointed out that although there was always, even in the Old Testament,
a strand of ecstatic experience (Saul, e.g.), there was also another strand
which emphasized understanding the will of God. The new Testam.ent ex-
hibits that same double strand. It documents ecstatic experiences, but
I think emphasized much more the non-ecstatio experiences that the Apostle
Paul talks about: love, gentleness, patience, self control, and so on••••
And that on balance, the New Testament oomes down on the side of the so-
called 1I0rdinary," non~spectaculargifts related to covenant life.
BECHTEL: How did your position as editor for the two books about Dr.
Oudersluys and Dr. Kuyper come about?
COOK: Both tasks came at the invitation of President Hesselink, who not
only has a fine sense of history, but also recognizes that publication
is good. for the school. When Dr. Kuyper's retirement was nearing,
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President Hesselink, Professor Bruggink, and I discussed the possibility
of publishing a Festschriftfor Professor Kuyper. We drew up a list of
prospective contributors and set up a luncheon meeting with Hr. William
B. Eerdman. He agreed to publish the volume. Im' not certain why I was
aksed to edit it, other than that I was very close to Lester Kuyper and
was willing to try it. Having done that, it was a ntural next step to
do the smae for Dr. Oudersluys since I've come to love and respect them
both so much. And so, we basically repeated the process. The volume
honoring Dr. Kuyper is entitled Grace Upon Grace and appeared in 1975;
the one honoring Dr. Oudersluys is entitled ~~~ Hope and appeared
in 1978.
~RTEL: What was involved as editor? Did you have to choose which
articles, or ••• ?
COOK: Again, John Hesselink and I sketched out general areas because
it's a delicate thing to ask people to contribute when there is no hon-
orarium involved other than an opportunity to be published. Some of the
people we were after were of such stature that they did not need that.
So, we suggested areas - but of course, in the last analysis, we were
happy to have distinguished. participants. We were not able to have a
single theme. It was a combination of suggesting on our part and also
accepting such things as we could get. Professor James Muilenburg is a
good example. We very much wanted him in the Festschrift because he
comes out of the Reformed Church, he was one of the most distinguished
Old Testamentscholars of our d~, and because he had spent a semester at
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western Seminary a few years before. His reputation was such tffit it
would naturally honor Lester to have him included. Well, by the time
of our invitation, his health was too poor to persuade him to produce
anything new. I asked if we could reprint an especially sienificant
article that had appeared in a journal. He agreed, and that's what we
did.
BEX.:HTEL: You've recently done a book, I understand, on Edgar J.
Goodspeed. This was for the Society of Biblical Literature an Ameri-
can Biblical Scholars. Could you tell me something about that?
COOK: More than you want to know, probably! (laughter) I did my doc-
toral dissertation at Princeton on Goodspeed, largely, as the result of
the good counsel of Dr. Ouderslnys who had had Goodspeed as a professor
in his graduate study at Chicago. Goodspeed died in 1962 and at that
time I was also making a transition from one major professor to another
(otto Piper to Bruce Metzger). I stopped by to see Dr. Oudersluys that
summer and asked if he had any suggestions. He said, ·Well, &gar J.
Goodspeed has just died and nobody has ever evaluated his work. How
about that?" The suggestion appealed to me and was acceptable to Prof.
Metzger. So, I did a cri tical evaluation of Goodspeed IS contribution as
a New Testament scholar. This led me into five areas: New Testament
translation, the Aramaic background of the Gospels, the Apoccrypha,
Goodspeed's Ephesians hypothese is , end his "Life of Jesus. II I fotmd it
to be, if not a profound dissertation, a very useful and helpful tmder-
taking for my own preparation in New Testament studies.
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That was done in 1963 and '64 and has been gathering dust until
last year when the Society of Biblical Literature marked its centennial.
As part of its publication program for that centennial there was a su~
series on American Biblical Scholarship. I was invited to subni t
sample material on Goodspeed - which I was happy to do - and they were
enthusiastic arout it, so they gave me that assignment. The rook has
been in print for months and is due for publication by late 1981.
BEX:HTEL: Do you have any other pet projects going on no.... ?
COOK: I'm kind of like William Barclay who loved to say he never wrote
a book he wasn't invited to write. The Theological Commission has em-
barked an a modest publication project to publish a theological history
of the Reformed Church, some ten or twelve invited essays covering the
historical periods in our history. This volume is to be edited by Dr.
James Van Roeven. We also thought it would be useful to publish in book
fonn ten or twelve of the most si8nificant papers produced by the Theo-
logioal Commission sinoe its inoeption in 1959. I am presently survey-
ing those materials, drawing up a list of oandidates, and writing intro-
ductions. In other words, I am to edit that volume.
IID::HTEL: HO'fi long have you been on the Theological Commission?
COOK: This time I oame on in••• 1979. Previously, from '67 to 73.
~HTEL: What have been some of the major issues during the years in
whioh you've been a member of that oommission?
COOK: When I came on the oommission in '67, Carol, it was in the final
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stages of producing a contemporary confession of faith. After that, we
did a major study on the nature of ministry which resulted in some major
revisions in The Book of Church Order. We also revised the scrcalled
formula for ordination/installation of Ministers of the Word and Prcr
fessors of Theology. That was back in 1961. When I came back on the
Cormnission in 1919, I participated in the final stages of another major
study on the nature of ecclesiastical office. This study was intended
to modify the functional emphasis of our earlier study. I think both
studies are very well done - and that both emphases are valuable. And
then just last year the commission issued an excellent statement on the
nuclear arms race.
:EEX;HTEL: How do you like working on a commission like that?
COOK: It's the only commission I've ever been on, so I cannot compare
it to others. !tIS always been a very enjoyable commission - a happy
combination of serious theological study and lively discussion. There's
a good bit of congeniality between the members, which I value very much.
:BE:HTEL: What do you perceive to be the Theological Conunission's duties?
COOK: The Commission does two things:rl It studies and responds to mat-
ters referred to it b.Y the General Synod and it initiates studies it
judges to be needed. When the Theological Commission was created in 1959
the General Synod had received overtures asking for a denominational
statement on the historicity of the book of Genesis and the inspiration of
Scripture. Both of those overtures were immediately referred to the new
Commission. Thus, the COllDD.ission is the denomination's theological
,7
resource or study group. In that sense it communicates only with the
General Synod. 'l\1at is, the Commission does not respond to requests
from individuals or lower ecclesiastical judicatories. The line of
communication and responsibility is really between the Commission and
the General Synod.
The other duty that is much more occassional is the Commission's
prerogative to generate theological studies from within itself. An
example would be the recent one dealing with the nuclear arms race. No
General Synod had asked the Commission to do that; it was generated from
within the Commission itself.
:m:HTEL: OK. At the recent General Synod in June, you were elected
as Vice-President. First, I just wondered if you could repeat the c
ment you made at that time regarding your wife. I thought it gave such
a beautiful insight into your relationship.
COOK: ltd be happy to do that, Carol. After thanking the Synod in be-
half of all of us who work in Theological education, I also thanked them
on behalf of my wife Jean, who was not present, but who I said, "loves
me so much that she would not be surprised at what they had done."
BECHTEL: Thatts great! What are some of your hopes and fears as you go
into that role ••• that position?
COOK: Well, there are two ways of coming at that. On is personal•••
the hope th.;:.t I will be able to do what has to be done and the accompany-
ing fears of inadequacy. At that point I feel I must trust the Synod's
discernment. If they placed that kind of trust in me, the, I guess I
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had better act as if they are right.
The other set of hopes and fears has to do with the denomination.
I think right now the church reflects something of the mood of the
country. And the issue tha.t I recall as evoking the most emotion at
Synod was the issue of abortion. I fear that that may continue to p0-
larize the church, and my hope is that we can continue to maintain a
middle or moderate stance.
I think that the issue of inclusive language in Bible translation
is also potentially polarizing. It's much too early to say what that
will actually came to. At this point the National Coundil of Churches
is only talking about producing a lectionary. I imagine that the use of
even that would be divisive both in local churches and in the denomina.-
tion. And then if the next step should be an inclusive language edition
of the Revised Standa:rd Version, which might ca:rry that concern to ex-
tremes, then I think we have the possibility of a very nasty situation
indeed. And I see a whole new liberal-conservative battle shaping up
to replace the women's ordination battle or the church merger battle. I
would hate to see us have to fight the whole battle of the RSV all over
again, particularly now that it has won such widespread acceptance. The
whole issue could be very, very damaging since it involves the Bible and
so is at the root of our faith and life together.
So, I approach my role in the denomination as a middle-of-the-road
person, and the mood of the country and the church may make middle-of-
the-road positions increasingly difficult.
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BEX:HTEL: Well, 1 1m glad you're in the middle. Perhaps you Ire just
what we need.
COOK: Thank you.
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NOTJiS
1The Masonic controversy centered around church disapproval of member-
ship in so-called "secret organizational! such as the Masons or the Inter-
national Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF). The focus of this controversy was
mainly in the Midwest, reaching its highest intensity in the Holland/
Grand Ra'Pids area. In ~867 the Christian Reformed Church voted to ban
all members of such organizations from its rolls. The Reformed ChlU'ch,
while frowning on such memberships, left the final decision up to local
consistories. Although this controversy reached its peak around 1881-82,
the repercussions and bitterness of the dispute carried 0ver well into
the 20th century.
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